
Motivation

Can Active Sampling Reduce Causal Confusion in Offline Reinforcement Learning?

Causal Inference: Treatment effect estimation for a covariate x subjected 
to a treatment (t=1). Measured through CATE:

-

Figures showing sample inputs and reward curves for uniform and active sampling agents 
on Maze in environments with random-sampled goals (top) and fixed goals (bottom)
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Offline RL: Learn an optimal policy by learning the Q-function from 
state-action pairs in offline dataset.

Active Sampling: Aims to acquire (labelled) datapoints from the dataset where 
the model is most ‘uncertain’. We acquire points with
- high TD-Error, or
- high variance of the advantage estimates.

Treating the outcome function as the Q-function, the advantage function can be 
connected to CATE, since it is estimating the relative effect of action a on state s. 
Defining the CATE estimator similar to the previous equation with the outcome 
function being the expected return in this case we get:

We provide empirical evidence that uniform and active sampling techniques 
are able to consistently reduce causal confusion as training progresses and 
that active sampling is able to do so significantly more efficiently than uniform 
sampling.

Figure depicting the causal confusion problem.
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● We design vision-based long-tailed datasets where most expert-like transitions 
can be explained by spurious correlations, and a small minority that can not and 
require the model to learn a sensible policy. 

● We construct offline datasets by collecting expert-like trajectories in the following 
environments: 
○ Traffic-World (gridworld with traffic and a traffic light)
○ Maze from Procgen: navigation to randomly-sampled goals
○ Atari car-racing game: Enduro

Causal Confusion happens most often in the offline learning setup, since the 
agent can’t do interventions to correct it’s beliefs.
We consider causal confusion the offline RL setup.

● An agent is said to be causally-confused when it learns a policy 
reflecting spurious correlations in the data. Such a policy may appear to 
be optimal during training but fail catastrophically at deployment. 

● We investigate whether actively sampling points from the dataset may 
enable offline RL agents to alleviate causal confusion in offline 
reinforcement learning, and produce a safer model for deployment. 

Background

Experiments

Policies learnt on long-tailed data are 
evaluated on a uniform sample of 
environment from each scenario (test-set is 
not long-tailed). The datasets’ composition 
can be described as follows:

Left: Sample inputs for Enduro.
Top left: Figures showing reward curves for uniform and active 
sampling agents in  Enduro. Top Right: Effect of uncertainty 

quantification (bigger v/s smaller ensemble) on sampling quality.
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Left: Sample input for Traffic-world, Right: 
Figures showing reward curves for uniform and 

active sampling agents in Traffic-World.
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